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OSp(l. 4) ·cynepnonR e KHpanbHOM npeJ;~cTa!lneHHH 

Hay4eHbl ceoi'icTea OSp( 1. 4) -cynepnonei'i e pacl!1enneHHO'i /K.,pan•-
Hail/ napaMeTpH3a~"'"' cynepnpocTpaHcTea 0Sp(1.4)/0(1.3). Ha.:;AeHa C8R3b 
Me*AY AeHCTBHTeflbH~M H K~panbHWM 6a3HCaMH B cynepnpOCTpaHCTBe 
H nQCTPDeHW KOBapHaHTH~e npOH3BOAH~e H HHSapHaHTHWe Mep~ HHTerpH
POBaHHR B K"'paJlbHbiX fia3HC8X. ~eTaJlbHO HCCJleAOBaHa rpynnoeaR 
CTPYKTypa KHpaJlbHbiX npeACTaBJleH.,j;i OSp(l. 4). nocTpOeHbl npocTej;iwHe 
OSp( 1. 4) ·HHBapHaHTHble MOAem<= OSp(l. 4) -aHanor MOAellH Becca-
3yM.,HO "' 0Sp(1.4) -pacwHpeH"'e KanH6poeo4HbiX Teop.,j;i. 06cy>K-
AaeTcR CBR3b onHCaHHoro ¢opManH3Ma c cyneprpaeHTa~He~. 
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0Sp(1.4)-Superfields in Chiral Representation 

The properties of 0Sp(1.4) -superfields in splitting (chiral) 
parametrization of the superspace 0Sp(1,4)/0(1,3) are studied. 
We find the connection between the real and chiral bases in super
space and construct covariant derivatives and invariant integra
tion measures in chiral bases. The group structure of chiral re-
presentations of OSp(l, 4) is examined in detai 1. The simplest 
1 inear 0Sp(1,4) -invariant models are presented: the 0Sp(1.4) -ana-
log of the Wess-Zumino model and OSp(l, 4) -extension of the Yang
Mills theory.We discuss also the relation of the described forma
lism to supergravity. 
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I. The present paper is the continuation of the paper 11/ 

where the 0Sp(1,4)-superfield formalism in the symmetrically 
parametrized superspace has been described, Here we pass to the 
non-symmetric, splitting parametrization of- the supers pace 
0Sp(1,4)/0(1,3). The basic property of this parametrization is 
that the right- and left-handed components of corresponding Grass
mann coordinate enter into superfield transformation rules in 
essentially different ways. Just as in the usual supersymmetry, 
the splitting bases appear in many cases more convenient and 
advantageous than the symmetric one. 

The paper is planned as follows. In Sec • 2, we describe in 
detail the connection between symmetric and splitting parametri
zations of superspace and construct covariant superfields deri
vatives and invariant integration measures for splitting paramet
rization. In Sec • 3 the simplest linear 0Sp(1,4)-invariant mo
dels are set up: the 0Sp(1,4)-analog of the Wess-Zumino model and 
0Sp(1,4)-extension of the Yang-Mills theory. Relation to super
gravity is briefly explained at the end of Sec • 2 and in Sec .4. 
Appendix A contains explicit expressions for 0Sp(1,4)-generators 
in the non-symmetric parametrization. In App. B we construct the 
complete set of representations of 0Sp(1,4) induced by the Lo
rentz supergroups (see Sec • 2) in invariant spaces of the Lo
rentz group. 

In what follows, the paper/1/ will be cited as I. 
Respectively, formulas from I will be referred to as (I.n), n being 
the number ofgiven formula in I. Notationsare the same as in I. 

2. To shed more light on the results of paper I and, especially, 
to clarify the meaning of the restrictions (I.35+) (which seem, 
at first sight, quite mysterious) we adopt here a more general 
point of view on the relation between the real superspace and 
chiral ones, Namely, we pursue to show that the variable change 
(1,41) and its right-handed analog naturally emerge within the 
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coordinate transformations to the following new complex para
metrizations of cosets 0Sp(1,4)/0(1,3): 

G-<x,e>-- G-\1(~ e~ ~A)=0Sp{1,4)/S_·S_/OI1,3)=-9tl)~eLQ+ e i~RQ- c 1+ > 
and -R • _ L 

Gc .x, 9)-- &lx~e~ ~t)=0Spl1, 4)/S+·S+/O(-t,3)=9ll)~e 0-el 7 Q+ c1_ > 

Here c;.(x 1 9) is an element of the coset _osp(1,4 )/0(1 ,J) in the 
S1flllllletric parametrization (I.16), Q:t = 1:!: 2;ts- Q are the left
and right-handed components of spinor 0Sp(1,4)-generator which 
form, together with the Lorentz generators Mrv ,two complex 
conjugated graded subalgebras of 0Sp(1-,4), S oe:.(Mf''"Q+ ): 

+ -

[Mf'",Q±J=-~G'f'"Q± 1 { Q:t, Q±} = 'i' f5t"; -t±~(s- Mrv (2a) 

{Q±,Q+}= '6r ~sRI"' (2b) 

(we call them, resp., left- and right-handed Lorentz superalgebras). 
Cumbersome calculations utilizing the Baker-Hausdorf for

mula, structure relations (I.1) and (2), and the Grassmann nature 
of coordinates ed.. indicate that G-(x,e) admits a representation 
in the two equivalent forms 

G [x (x,9J,l:Hx,9),~ (x,9lj exp -If ~ Os X Yf 

(;.(x,B)= · m2_ "' 

(3±) 

{ 

+ L L R ~ { i.m2.-9 r 9 "M } 

G-[X 11(x,9),Q,x,9l,~L(JC,9ijexp{ T et'tse X M"'\' \ 
X~(X,9l 1 9~(X,Q) and _x;(x,9)1 9:(x,9) being just the functions 

given by relations (I,41) and by those arising from (I.41) after 
the change e+- (3_ while ~It and '?, L are expressed as 

(4) ~R{x,9): 9_ + t Lmlf}Q · X(8+ = (1 + ~ SB)9R 

"lL(x,Q): 9+ + -}L.m2.Q9· Xd'l}_ = ( -1 + T 99) BL. 
In what follows, the bases X\ eLI ~R and xR, grt, ~L associa
ted with coset parametrizations (1+) and (1_) will be referred 
to as left- and right-handed, respectively. 

L L It ll 
It is clear now that Xr 7 9« and XJ"' , Qdo. are nothing but coor-

dinates of the homogeneous spaces 0Sp(1,4)/S_ and 0Sp(1,4)S+' 
The l.nvariance of these superspaces with respect to the realiza
tions of 0Sp(1,4) as left multiplications of elements G-+ and 
~-is now evident and follows directly from the structure of 
G+, c-. It may be verified, i.n particular, that under the 
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and 
multiplication of c;+ byG-

0
: etiQ coordinates Xfi and 9~ 

transform according to the law (I,42), The coordinates~~ 
~L supplement the invariant subsp,:~ces X\ QL and x'\91l to 

the whole superspace 0Sp(1,4 )/0(1,3) and have the clear nteaning: 
they label "points" of purely Grassmannian coset spaces S /0(1,3) 
and S+/0(1,3). Under the action of 0Sp(1,4) variables '(11.,-t'/_L 
transform accordir.g to the left realizations of super[''roups 
S _, S + on these cosets, with constant paran,eters if an OS p(1,4)-trar,s
formation belocgs to S or S and, otherwise, with parar;.eters 

L - + 
dependent on X\ 9 or XR., Qll , respectively, To illustrate this 
point we trace in detail how 0Sp(1,4) operates, say on elements 
G-+: , - L1 • - R 

b-ob-+()(~9~'?R)= (XL') eLQ+e S~(G-o,X~ el)e ,Q_7 = . - • 
.- L'·91 R''"'""' xLe'" ~~.)M + ', ,Wr.( '-a'RMC5) =9(xL'JeLQ+9et~?etw+ \&.,, .~ ~"":G()(~a~~R.)e"I +&.,x,,v f"'· 

Here S~ is an element of the right-handed Lorentz supergroup. 

If G-0 E s_' then S~(~o,X~9 .. ):::const = G-o and W!"=W,f(G-o, 111
). 

Further in this section ~ shall have to do or.ly with the 
parametrization (1+) keeping in mind that the transition to 
basis associated with (1 ) can be performed at any stage by 
means of trivial interch;nges l++ R , H~ls- ~ -I-~~'" 

Transformation properties of superfields in the left
handed basis are defined in entire analogy to (I.19): 

the 

'¥1Clx~9~?·J~¥~(1.~·e~~~~')=- (expbwf(c;o,x~e~7RJ:JJ'.}) .. e4'ttx~ 9~ 7R), <6 > 
where Jr.., are,as in I, matrices of generators of the Lorentz 
group. The transformation law (6) corresponds to a successive 
inducing: transformations belonging to,S_ are induced bythe sub
group 0(1,3) as a little group (under the action of s_ super
fields transform as in 0(1,3) but with parameters which are in 
general functions of ~R and constant parameters of S_) and the 
remaining 0Sp(1 ,4 )-transformations are induced, in turn, by 
supergroup S (the constant group parameters in the S transfor-

- - L L 
matior. rule are replaced by suitable functions both of X , 9 
and new group parameters determined from the composition law (5)), 
The relation of superfields qi',.(X~ 9L1

1'zA) to those in the real 
basis ~~(xl9) (see paper I) is not so simple as l.n the usual 

supersymmetry: . 2.r f, 

~..[x•cx,eJ,9"<x,9),~11(x,9)]={exp{-l~ 8! 1s-9x" :J~',})Kt Cf?t tx,9) • (7) 
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Here X\ 9\ t'J II. are assumed to be expressed in terms of X 1 B 
through (I,41) and (4), Note the presence of the matrix Lorentz 
factor in (7). It reflects the fact that the coset representa
tives G-(X,9) and G-+(X~9\'1R), as seen from the relation (3+), 
are not identical but differ by the Lorentz rotation 

exp{-i.:;"2.9t'ts9X"M",} • One can be convinced that the interwining 
property of this matrix: 

exp{ ~wf'(G-o,x~9~ rt) Jrv} exp{- i.ft9K'a's8 x" J"P! = 

::: exp{-i.~2.8'~P[sfYX 11,Jv1} exp {~w.rv(G-o,x,9)Jr,.} 
(where W.t'"(G-o,X, 9) is defined by formula (I,18)) guarantees 
for superfields q;"' defined by (7) the transfonnation rule (6 ), 
The connection (7) is, of course, invertible because Xr and 9~ 
can always be expressed in terms ofx;,e~,~: upon inverting 
eqs, (I.41) and (4), 

Covariant derivatives of superfields in the left-handed ba
sis can be found either starting from their expressions (I,26), 
(I.27) in the symmetric basis and then performing the transfor
mation (7) or directly, with the help of relevant Cartan forma 
(defined by the decomposition of (G-+rid. c;.+ in 0Sp(1 ,4 )-gene
rators), Without going into details of derivation, we quote the 
result: 

"'ll ( m-R R d mll:'""f"'\1 R).-, 
:l)+ = ~+ 1{? 7 ) ~itll- if \l:.l rz Jr\1 (8) 

§>>(i+~?11~ 11)(C-1+!jf' e•e•)~9L- ~ (of'"~~Et) 'Jf',)- i. (t"v() ~~ (9) 

V.; = t~[c1+W"~~~~~)(i+ qjte•e·)(~llx"-m x~ 91.6 P'll); 
1 

... + c1o) 

+(1-!i;!~ 11totJ(1-~SLQL)(EJ\}\,-mX~ ~ll0f"):lfill1 + 

+(1+ w iiill"ll)(i- weLaL)[cif(XL)d~- l m2.XLf !JI'll] , 
In the contraction limit expressions (8)-(10) become covariant 
derivatives of the usual supersymmetry in the left-handed chiral 
basis, The form of the derivative <JD: is so simple because it is 
nothing else than the covariant derivative of the realization of 

.Q ll 
s_ on the coset space S_/0(1,J)=e• -~. Its covariance with respect 
to the whole supergroup 0Sp(1,4) follows from the above-mentioned 
fact that the general transformation la~(6) may be obtained from 
the transformation law for superfields cp ... (x~ 9\"t"') in super-
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,..._.,rv 
group s .... (it corresponds to the choice or W+ (G-oE-S-,17•) ) by chan-
ging constant parameters of S to certain functions of coordinates 
XL and 9L (these functions -are still constants relative to '?R_ 

differentiation), 
Now it becomes clear what is the origin of the constraints 

(I,J5+), The condition (I,J4+) in the splitting parametrization 

takes the form: 

(
O,R ~ l. L R ) (11+) ;,u+ '±"(X 1 9 , ~ ) 1(.::. 0 . 

Expanding (11+) in powers of ~ll(~R~Il~ll=O)it can be observed that 
for all superfields on which the covariant derivative (8) bas 
nonzer~matrix part equation (11+) permits only the trivial solu
tions cp ... =O. If matrix part is zero equation (11+) goes over to 

the condition: ,_, 
~ <P (Xt.9L~Il)=0 ( 12) 
a~~~ ... , ' ~ 

which simply means tte absence of ~ -dependence, The only class 
of the Lorentz group representations on which the second term of 
(8) vanishes is the class (I,35+). For scalar superfields the 
matrix part is absent at all, while for superfields with indices 
it is nullified due to the presence of projectors 1 ~t~ in the 

2.. 
generators of representations (I,35 ) (and the algebraic property 

(-0:156J<") P(-t+i.tsc- ) ~=Q). The constr:ints (I.35 ) have the analo-
2 .. 2.. u,.v l -

gous interpretation (in the basis (1_)), 
The restrictions (I,35 ) can also be understood based on pure 

group-theoretical considerafions. So far as X\ QL. and X
2
, 91>. are 

coordinates of the homogeneous spaces 0Sp(1,4)/S and 0Sp(1,4)/S , 
L QL A -.. + the superfields dependent only on X I or on X I e should trans-

form in 0Sp(1,4) according to representations induced by the cor
responding little groups, s_ or s+' In other words, they should 
form,in external indices,linear multiplets of these supergroups. 
In Appendix B we list all linear representations of S_ and S+ 
realized in spaces of finite-dimensional representations of the 
Lorentz group, As follows from our analysis, some Lorentz irre
ducible multiplet is an invariant space of the supergroup S_(S+) 
only provided it transforma in the Lorentz group according to one 

of the representations (I,J5 ) ({I,35 )) (the generator Q_ ( Q+) 
+ -

is zero on such a multiplet), In all other cases several different 
Lorentz multiplets are needed for composing an irreducible linear 
multiplet of S or S , In the superfield language, this effective-

- + A 
ly comes out as appearance of dependence on '7 (tf") • 
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It is instructive to compare the situation with that one 
taking place in the usual supersymmetry, chiral representations 
of which are induced in complex invariant spaces of contracted 
versions of supergroups s_, s+ viz. s_(m=O ), s+ (m=-o ). In 
the contraction limit, the r.h.s. of (2a) vanishes so that one 
may set QJm=O) ( Q+(m=O )) zero on any given Lorentz 
multiplet without conflict with the structure relations of s_ 
( m:o ) (S+(m=o )) (this multiplet should be complex, other
wise one arrives at the trivial result Q(m=o)= 0 ). Thus, any 
irreducible complex multiplet of the Lorentz group can be taken 
as an invariant space of the supergro_up s_ (m=-O ) (S+(m=o )) 
and hence as a carrier of a certain representation of the whole 
supergroup realized on cosets over s_(m=o ) or S+(m=o ). This 
is the reason why in the usual supersymmetry chiral superfields 
with an arbitrary external Lorentz index are permissible. 

Note that the pttrely chiral representations of the conformal 
superalgebra are also restricted to the classes (I.35+)121. This 
seems natural in the light of the property of the 

conformal superalgebra to be a closure of two superalgebras 
0Sp(1,4) generated by orthogonal combinations of superconformal 
spinor charges and having the common 0(2,3)-subalgebrfl'}/Actually, 
0Sp(1,4) plays the crucial role in forming linear representations 
of the conformal superalgebra: in ~he forthcoming paper we show 
that all they can be induced by a simple procedure in invariant 
spaces of irreducible representations of 0Sp(1,4). 

Now we obtain the 0Sp(1,4)-invariant integration measures 
in left- and right-handed chiral superspaces. Performing the 
variable change (I.41) and (4) in the measure (I.31) we get the 
invariant measure of the superspace 0Sp(1,4)/0(1,3) in the para
metrization (1+): 

f}Jm =-dl(xLd2l)''d2r;"al((x')(t.,. im8'ft)(1 +- T 1R1() <n > 

(this measure could also be obtained straightforwardly as outer 

product of the relevant Cartan forms). The invariant measure in 
L nL-

the subspaceX 1 o may now be found by integrating (13) over 
.f!md2~R : 

f))mL= d"/d'"ffa"(xLJ(1+-j rnlYB'") 
The latter coincides with the measure we have derived 

fl. eR. The measure in the superspace X , follows from 
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(14) 
earlier /8/ 
( 14) • 

tr:rouf?b i: 'Jolutioc1: 

~ mP. = ctXR d_'(}Ra4(XK) (1 +- i rn eReR ). ( 15) 

;;p conclude th-:.s ~~ectio! wi tt1 sevPral con;mer·to concerr:in~

tr.e relation of tr~e r·roup structure presented here to the funda
::,er.tal c:,iral structure of· supergrav~t;: revealed recer,tl,•: GJ 

Ocievetsky anrl ojokatciJev/4/. 
: t is r.ot barci to sec that tile realization of o::p( 1,4) ic-. 

tr.e s,yr::r: etric ·tlaEd_s considered in I car: be em-oedder3 i~_to a very 

Ete~;er·al ~;upergro"L<p consintir.2'· toth of arbitrary tra:slations of 

X, e m:cl e:au~;e l,orentz rotutiors of external BUperf:ield indices. 
However, the p;roup really releva:.t to supere;ravity is ir fact 

much smaller: it is ~iven 
nate r;roups ir, corcjugated 
This rroup is realized so 

by a direct product of general coordi
cbiral superB paces X\ e'- ar'd XR 1 9'- /4/ • 
that all local i.orentz rotatior's appear 

ir the tlJeor,'l not independently but turn out to tee ir,duce<! by 
transformations of superspace coordinateB (like Lon'r'tz rotations 
ir OSp( 1 ,4 )-trans forma tior: rules (I. 1)), ( 6 ) ). The real part of 
XL and x" = (x'-)* is identi.fied in the Ogievetsky-Sokatchev 

approach with the usual space-time coordinate while the imaginary 
part is postulated to be a function of the remaining variables. 
The latter is the axial superfield, the fundamental object, in 
terms of which all geometrical characteristics of superspace 
(supercurvature, supertorsion, etc.) and all transformation laws 
can be expressed. It is interesting to compare our results dedu
ced following a quite different procedure with this general 

picture. 
Our starting point will be the observation that the realiza

tionsof 0Sp(1,4) given by the rule (I.42) and its conjugate lie 
in the above-mentioned general coordinate groups (just as chiral 
~ealizations of usual supersymmetry). With this in mind, we n~y, 
step by step, establish the correspondence with the Ogievetsky-

L 
Sokatchev formalism. Like them we might choose coordinates ( X , 
e'-, B 1!. >, ( xll , e'~ , e'") to represent left- and right-handed split

ting bases instead of using for this purpose coordinate sets 

(X\ 9\ "lll) , (XIl, 91t 1 t?L)• Ind:ed,&. eq.(4) indicates that 
I(" IIZL are canonically related to 8 1 9 • Likewise, we might 
as~ciale with the symmetric basis the coordinates 'Xr=f(x~+xJ), 

6 = a "" all instead· of Xf' , &,c • The explicit form of the equi
Yalence mapping between these two seta of variables can immediate-
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ly be found with the help of the relations (I.41) and their 
right-handed counterparts: xr= [ 1 + 4~(X) (99)2.] Xr 

1f' =8-~B8(1+-l.LmX()8. 
,... - '1 

(16) 

In terms of Xr,9• the transitions to the shifted bases are extre-
mely simple and have almost the same form as in 
symmetry 

( xr) (xr-t-e.rrr/lfci
1tx'J) ( eL) (9 ... ) 

x; = Xr + t~ ~r rse c£
1
(i} ' l ell = 1L 

the usual super-

(17) 

So, only the shift of the boson coordinate is essential and unre
movable whereas shifts of Grassmann variables can be absorbed into 
the equivalence redefinition of coordinates. This agrees with the 
basic concepts of Ogievetsky and Sokatchev1 >. It is clear now 
what plays the role of "axial 'superfield" for. !!_le supers pace 

.!. ( L )(It) t.. ~ ,_ -f-0Sp(1,4)/0(1,3). Namely, this is .2i. X.r- '!' =·p:1fJI'ts8a. (X)= 

=fBJ; (s-8oi:1(x). It should be expected that all 0Sp(1,4)
covari&nt objects and 0Sp(1,4)-transformation rules found in the 
present paper admit reexpression in terms of this fundamental 
geometrical characteristic (and its derivatives), 

3, We construct now OSp(1,4)-anal0@30f the simplest theories 
with global Poincare supersymmetry: Wess-Zumino model/6 / and 
supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory/7/, 

3a. The 0Sp(1,4)-invariant superfield action for the self
interacting scalar 0Sp(1,4)-multiplet with the overall mass f1 
and dimensionless coupling constant 8 can be written as 

S =Soc+ SH+S .. = f~m 4>i"<x,a)cp_cx,e) +iM[J~mLT+(x~e·)+-
tT !. (18) 

+j~mRT-(x~9R))+ "; ~(l~mLT+(x~e"J+ J~m"T-5(XR, 9,.)] • 

The invariant integration measures !iJm 1 ~ m Land ~ m Rare 

defined by formulas (I,31), (14) and (15). Chiral superfields in 
the symmetric basis, <P.. and CP..=(cp .. )* are related to "trun
cated" superfields T + and T- =(T+}* as in (I. 37 + ). 

1) We suspect that coordinatesX~,~ (which are-both shifted 
when transitions to chiral bases are performed) correspond to the 
Siegel's formulation of superspace supergravity /5/. This formula
tion seems to be basically equivalent to the Ogievetsky-Sokatchev 
approach, 
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Using the rules for changing variables in Grassmann integrals 
and the connection (I.41) together with its conjugate we have che
cked that the second and third pieces in (18) do not change their 

l II. v flL II. l1 form under replacementsXr,Xr-."r• o- 9+ , B ,....u_. Then, integrat-
ing ( 18) over d. 8 , going to real components A, 8, F, G-

A ... =.~(A ±i.B) F+ ='f.:. (F~i.G-) 
- '1.2. ' - , 2. 

and finally eliminating the auxiliary fields F and f;. by their 
equations of motion 

F=-(m+M)II-~(A'--BZ), G-=(M-m)B +2~AB (19) 

we are left with the action which includes ·only the physical compo
nents ~(X), 1/(x} 1 8 (X) and is expressed solely in terms of anti 
de Sitter space: 

S=J~rns {!< vrAV'r A+ V~'Bq. B+i. fJ~ fJ-VM(A,B,'f')}. (2o) 

Here VJ. and f/Jms are, reap,, 0(2,3)-covariant derivative and 
0(2,3)-invariant integration measure for anti de Sitter space gi
ven by (I.12) and (I.15) (in fact, the ma~rix part of Qr~ makes 
no contribution to ( 20) because of the Majorana spinor property 

'I'Cx) 'fr 'f'(x) = 0 ) • The potential \1M (A,B, lfl) has the form 

~(A,B1 'f')= t(M+m)(M-2m) 11 2 + -i-(M-m)(M+2m) B:z.+- (21) 

+t Mif'l' +~ (A 2
+ Bz) 2 + gMA(A:~.+Bz.) +fr (A-Bts) 'I'. 

Expressions (20) and (21) coincide with those we have obtained 
earlier by a different method/81, In the contraction limit they 
reduce to the standard Wess-Zumino/6/ action. For more details 
see/8/ where the vacuum structure associated with the potential 
(21) was studied, 

3b, 0Sp(1,4)-invariant gauge theories are constructed analo
gously to the usual supersymmetric ones, 

We prefer to work in the left-handed basis ( 1 +). Let Ii be 
matrices of generators of some group of internal symmetry ~ • 
Introduce the real Lie algebra valued gauge superfield: 

V( L l It> vlfL L ll v• L L R 1 l( J 9 J 7 =. (X 19 1 7 ) = (X 1 9 t rz ) ~ ( 22) 
and postulate for it the following law of local~ -transforma-

tion:.,:V{l9LMRJ -C:A+(JC~8~1111') .2oV(x~9~7R) iA(XL,9L) ( ) e-., I • ( -= e ( e d e ' 23 
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where~ ls a corstart and A, A+ are two corju~ated superfurctiorE 
with values in the_...same algebra aml subject to tile cond\timos: 

~: 1\ = ~; 1\ + == 0 (24 ) 

'"'II. .... ( &:>+ and~~ are defined by forn:ulae (8) ar:: ('J)). Tr,c:. tiw lert 
handed (with respect to the Lorentz index) splnor svperfielj 

-2.oV."' L 1oV e d ~+ e d transforms in G- as . 
-2.qVQ,L 2.~V -~~~ -2~Y~L 2'JV c/\ _i_/\cr,L eLl\ 

e a c;IJ+ e ~ e e ~+ e e + e <1-J+ 
( 2':1) 

A corr.plication in co~rparison v1ith tr:e c;sual supersyr..n:etr:: ,,,·~

ses only at tr•e sta1~e of,..l:'or~truction of covarlar t fJupcrfield 
strengths. 'l'he operator~/~: betng applied to the suoer:ielc. 
(25), does not produce the covariant quantity tecause lr the 
0Sp(1,4)-case it does not annihilate tbe inhot:tOI'erreous tern ir· 

(25 ). The correct fceneraliza tion of tbe standard procedvre i rr.pU es 

the use of the projection operator 

nl1l2.,ol __ .L (IDp,iJP. _2 m) (:><· 
- - 2.m + + 

which sinrles out of the left-handed spinor 0Sp(1,4)-superfield 
the pure chiral part dependent only on XL and eL. (see Appendix B). 
As is shown in Appendix B, such a superfield divides in r;eneral 
into two pieces each closed under the actior. of 0Sp(1,4). Or.e of 
them is a pure chiral superfield, the other a non-chiral super
field, F- and A- components in the expansion of which in ~R are 

related as F&,(X\9L)=-mA,,dX\ 9L) (formulae (B.15), (B.14)). 
With making use of the explicit form (9) for the covariant deriva-

..... L 
tive ~+ it can be established that the inhomogeneous term in (25) 
is just a superfield of the second type. Therefore the action of 
the projection operator (26) on that term gives zero

2
). As are

sult, the left-handed chiral spinor superfield: 

W 
--[2 n('/2,0)e-2~VQ;L €2.'JV] =(roR~R-2m) ~e2jYtj)L. '~'jV (27) 

+J.- m - J.J+ tJ. + ... o( + J> 
transforms in G- homogeneously 1\ 

-i.l\ ~ (28) w+J.-- e w.J,. e 
and can serve as the covariant strength. In the limit m_,.Q it 
becomes the covariant superfield strength of the conventional 

supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory. 
The invariant action for the gauge superfield is set up in 

the standard manner 

2) Th1s fact can be verified straightforwardly, using the al
gebra of covariant derivatives (1.28). 
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'J s L - ) s =r:2. fJJm r.tJw. w. + h. c. (29) 
and in the Wess-Zumino gauge has the form 

S= ~cl"xa."<x> T'L[-ffy.:F~'" +- ~ Xxrj)rA. + ~ 02.], (30) 

where 

Frv = Vr '\Tv-V., Uj.. + i.e;} [ lJj., ~] 01) 

~ril = Vr.il + i.3 [ t1o ,fl.] • . 02 > 
The action (JO) describes the Yang-Mills field l.f r in anti de i. 
Sitter space minimally coupled to the massless Majorana spinorJL& 
belonging to the regular representation of the group ~ • Trans
formations of 0Sp(1,4)-symmetry in the Wess-Zumino gauge are as 
follows 

S Uj. = t J Kr ft. ' ~ D = (~ K r X's ~r ft. 
Sit = -~ c;r" J5 F. " + ~\f3 D , 

where f:-= (-1- i. m xr-(f'1 )~ =. J\t(X) e. 

0)) 

We emphasize that ~action (30) in itself produces no new 
consequences since upon the Weyl transformation: 

Uj.(x),).JxJ, 0(x)....,.~1(X)=a(x)Vj.tx), X(x)=a512(x).il(x), 0
1
(X)=OC.2 (lC) D(x) 04) 

it reduces to the ordinary action of the corresponding supersym
metric Yang-Mills theory in Minkowski space. This is because the 
action (30) is conformally invariant and, hence, Weyl-covariant. 
Moreover, the component transformations (34) can be extended to 
the Weyl superfield transformation which takes the action (29) 

into the superfield action of the related gauge theory in the usual 
superspace (for brevity, we do not give it explicitly; it is simi
lar to Weyl transformation of chiral superfields defined in/81). 
This reflects the generalized Weyl covariance of supersymmetric 
Yang-Mills theories caused by their superconformal invariance. 

A nontrivial novel theory may be set up, e.g., by coupling the 
gauge superfield to massive scalar 0Sp(1,4)-multiplet belonging 
to a unitary representation of group~ (such interactions are 
introduced in the same way as in the usual supersymmetry). Models 
of this type possess no superconformal invariance (and Weyl cova
riance) and therefore allow no transition to lflinkowski space. We 
intend to explore them in the future. 

For completness, we finally quote general expressions for 
component Lagrangian densities belonging to scalar and vector 
0Sp(1,4)-multiplets: 

13 



.tr (x) = CL"(xJ [ F(x) t- 3m A cxJ] 

~!! (xJ=a."Cx)[ 0(x) +12. mz.Acx) t-12.m Ftx)) 

(35) 

(36) 

· /£] and :ejf have the positive parity aDd change by a divergencf" 

under 0Sp(1,4)-transformations. 

4. In the present and preceding/1/ papers we have described 
the superfield approach to supersymmetry in anti de Sitter space 
and constructed the simple linear globally 0Sp(1,4)-invariant 
models. We hope that the methods elaborated here can be genera
lized to accomodate the case of 0Sp(N,4)-supersymmetry. The const
ruction and study of models with global 0Sp(N,4)-symmetry is an 
interesting and urgent task since such models describe the "flat" 
limit of O(N)-extended supergravity a ·self-contained superfield 

formulation of which is as yet unknown. 
Our approach is based on the consistent application of group

theoretical methods. However, as has been already explained partly 
in the text, all the relevant relations could in principle be ob
tained by a limiting procedure from more general local theories. 
For instance, the basic elements of 0(2,3)-formalism cor;structed 
in paper/1/ can be deduced i1 a different manner, by noting that 
the space 0(2,3)/0(1,3) is a particular solution of Einstein's 
equations with the negative cosmological term and substituting 
the relevant background metric into general relativity formulae. 
Likewise, the superspace 0Sp(1,4)/0(1,3) (as well as 0Sp(1,4)/S_ 
and 0Sp(1,4)S ) is expected to be a particular solution of equa
tions of supe;field supergravity/4 ,5,9/. Therefore, all relations 

of 0Sp(1,4)-covariant formalism should result from general for
mulae of a self-contained superfield supergravity on inserting 
the corresponding particular values of gauge superfields. To 
verify this, we might proceed,say, from the explicit form of 
0Sp(1,4)-solution for the Ogievetsky-Sokatchev axial superfield 
found in Sec. 2. But, as a closed formulation of 0Sp(1,4)-super
gravity (as well as of conformal one) in terms of the axial super
field (an invariant action, superfield equations of motion,etc.) 
is not constructed for the time being, it is simpler to work with
in component supergravityf10/ which seems to be~uivalent to a 
certain gauge of the complete superfield theory. A particular set 
of gauge fields of component supergravity related to the super-

14 
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space 0Sp(1,4)/0(1,3) includes (in our notation) 0(2,3)- de Sitter 
solution for the vierbein e; = g~ a.Cx) and the constant solu
tion for the auxiliary field S= 3'12: m (all other gauge fields, 
'+']" , /Jf', P take zero values). Inaerting this set ,e. g., in the 

general transformation law for a scalar multiplet of local super
symmetry/111 with the restriction to 0Sp(1,4)-transformations 
only, one recovers the transformation law (I.4J). Analogously, 
starting from general couplings of a scalar multiplet with super
gravity/121, it is possible to regain the action considered in 
Sec. J. The advantage of the approach we have developed is that 
it allows one to deduce all the relations of 0Sp(1,4)-supersym
metry on the basis of 0Sp(1,4)-superalgebra (I.1) alone and pro
vides a deep understanding of the group structure of this impor
tant second global limit of local supersymmetry. Moreover, it may 
serve as a useful guide in constructing a closed superfield formu
lation of 0Sp(1,4)-supergravity. 
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Appendix A. 0Sp(1,4)-generators in nonsymmetric parametriz~ion. 
Taking into account that the left- and right-handed splitting 

bases (1+), (1_) are related through involution, it is sufficient 
to know expressions for generators in one of them, say in the 
basis (1+): 

M "(L"\L L,L) 1-L 0 $ 
f'V =L Xr "Y- x .. or + 2: 9 Gj.v ae' + M.r; (A.1) 

Q=-ci1(XL)/1(xL) rr ft dr +i.t\(xLJ[i- 'i e L9L(1-l i rn X~ xr)]: eL +- (A. 2) 

+(-1+~ 9L9L)/\(xL)Q5- + i.'; 1\ (XL)(G"rv + 4 m x~ ~v)9L~- JW 
it L2. 2. '} 

R =i(~ b "+ rn2.XL xLv)'lL +!!!.XLBLG:v...~~:- + m2.xLvMS- (A.J) 
J1 2. 'f 'J' Ov 2. )I j" d 9'" !"" • 

Here 

M
S- _ .i "i?Rr- l_ + 11 (A.4) 
r" - 2. l O_rv J~ll Jj<Y 

QS- "( m-P. ll)d i.mr-J1"nllf1 = L -i- 2:" "l. '2. J ii ... + T o < Jrv (A. 5) 
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are generators of supergroup S realized i~ the coset space 

S_/0(1,3). 

Appendix B.Irreducible spaces of supergroups S_ ard S+. 
In Sec. 2 we have remarked that linear representations of 

the supergroup 0Sp(1,4) in the parametrizations (1+), (1_) can be 
regarded as induced in invariant spaces of its supersubgroups S_, 
S , respectively (with 0(1,3) as the structure group). In other 

+ 8 3 ). words, given,e.g.,a space closed under the action of 
...+-. It R -RI\/ -~~. RB 'r~uz l = ... + tz 1v.: +? '2 "" (B. 1 ) 

( K being the external Lorentz index), one immediately arrives at 
the space invariant under the whole supergroup 0Sp(1,4) (and, hence, 
carrying its some linear representation) simply replacing cons-
tant coefficients in (B.1) by functions over the homogeneous space 

0Sp(1,4)/S_: 

~.N~~.,B.:.- P~~.<x~E:t),Noc.<xL,QL), B"'(x .... , 9'-). (B.2) 

So, the problem of implementing all inequivalent linear represen
tations of 0Sp(1,4) in the left-handed basis (1+) reduces to fird
ing all inequivalent irreducible invariant spaces of supergroup 
s_ of the type (B.1) (the analogous statement,with the changeS~ 

S+' holds also for the right-handed basis). Henceforth, we 
restrict our consideration to the case of S_ keeping in mind that 

invariant spaces of S+ can be obtaine~ from those of s_ by involu

tion (just as s+ itself from s_). 
To obtain all the irreducible s_-invariant spaces of type 

(B.1) it is sufficient to find the spectrum of two Casimir opera-

tors of S : 

(B. 3) C .... =MS- MS-j""_.i -Qs-Q~- c'"' = MS- Ms-rv +it.fi"~>J').MS- MS-
~ 1'" m 1 2. 'J'" 2. rv p). • 

where r1;~ , Q5
- -are given by (A.4) and (A.5). Inserting in 

(B.3) the explicit forms for generators and using (8) we get: 
.... f .of (~1( ..... 11.)11 ")t .... t (" ..... ) t. ( C1 )"' =- m W+ fl)+ "' + ( K1 ~ 1 ( C~. )"' = K. + K2. "- , (B.4) 

""" " e """11. ~"" '"'R e " ""' where (rJ>: JD:)I< == {<JJ+fl)flt< (<,;D+ 1 ),., and K.,' Kz. are purely matrix 
parts of the Casimir operators of the Lorentz group; 

"' r" .... ~ r..,f;., rJ Ki = 'Jrv 'J I Ka "'2 e Jj<Y Jj). • 
(B. 5) 

We suppose that external indices of superfields (B.1) are rotated 
by the finite-dimensional irreducible representations of the Lo
rentz group' n<r.<tl ' where p and c:y are positive integer and 

3) We apply here terms "invariant space" and "superfield" 
on equal footing. 
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half-integer. For such representations the spectrum of operators 
(B.5) has the form: 

.... <r .,_> K .... <P,<t) Kf I IJ = ~ p(p+1)+ YttCt+1), 2. = ~ p(p+-1)- ~q,-<cy + 1) • (B. 6) 

Now, the use of the simple identity for the covariant derivative 
~R • 
i;IJ+ • 

:;;:!l." 2. 2.'"' ""' -::;;R'"'It 
(7J)+ ~:) = ~ ( K.,-K2.) +2 ... m~+- ~+-

yields the spectrum of operator C.- K1 

.... .... ) (t','i-l ( 
(C.-K 1 (t) -=1± 1+2cy}. ""' .... (B.7) 

Finally, the total spectrum of operators c1 and Cz on super
fields (B.1) is given by: 

c~(p~!)} = 4pcp+1) +~'If (cyH)+1±(1-t ~<if), c?''Y'= ~p (p+1) • (B.8) 

It is seen that the eigenvalue of c2. is uniquely determined by 
the superfield external index,~ • At the same time, to each fixed 
~ there correspond two different eigenvalues of ~ distingui
shed by signee (+,-). Consequently, each superfield (B.1) with 
the fixed Lorentz index (i.e. p and <6- fixed) contains two irre
ducible inequivalent subspaces of supergroup s_. The normalized 
projection operators which single out these subspaces are construc
ted in a standard manner: 

"' ""'(f",fTl ~I!.{T..R [1- (1+2. ] 
nip,\-):: C1 - C•.,:.+> = + ....,.._ dJ"'"- -+ '}() m 

- c<M,l-Clp,'ffl - 2m (1+2j-) 
1(±) 1 (+) 

(B. 9) 

( n~·'"\ n~·'lr'= 1, n(~")n~P·'lr>= nt_P·,.1 n:,.,,..,= o) 
With the help of these operators irreducible parts of a superfield 

~K(~1 ) are expressed ss follows 

l.Zc~~~.) = ( n± cf>(VZ .. ))It = R.± + ~ !{( y:tNJr.-W ~R~·u t(1+Z~ll P! ,<B.,o > 

where 

P± __ m['f+(·H2'ff)]PIC.+~&..:. (B.11) 
IC.-+ ± 2.m (1+ 2.~) 

and Y are the operators projecting out of ~I( Lorentz irredu-

cible pieces: 

Y±_ + -1-t~s ~ [1± (1+2(L)+i()J'I"'] J (B.12) 
- - 2. 2.(1+2~) lT 2 .l"" • 

From (B.10) and (B.12) it follows that the ~R -independent 
invariant spaces do exist only for sign minus in (B.10). Indeed, 
nnly in this case we may nullify the coefficient for ~1.'1..R(by 

n 



putting there~::.Q ), For repre.sentations D(p,O) the generators 
'Jr., contain the pro;_e

1
ctor 4 ~LXs- . , therefore, due to the tr~vial 

algebraic property ( ~s-().r~},/ {1+~¥r brv)/=O,the componed (Y N11C 
is zero automatically. Analogously, for supergroup S + the '2 L. -

independent invariant functions exist provided their external in
dices belong to representations D<o,-r) of the Lorentz group. These 
results explain why 0Sp(1,4) has no left-handed chiral superfields 
with ~ 'i= 0 and right-handed chiral ones with p '*- 0 (see Sec • 2 ). 
The projection operator which singles out the 1-Z ~-independent in
variant spaces of supergroup S has the very simple form: 

- ... lt ...... 
n(f,Ol::. 2.m - <;l),._ :z>+ 

- 2m 
( B.13) 

As an example, we list here the simplest irreducible spaces 
of supergroup s_. 

.!!:.• Scalar superfields(p=qy-==O) • 

c (o,o} = o{r_fc~~~~ = 2. 'q;+(t(R)= p+ .. i?p.W+- T ~It ~It p+ 
2. 1 ~co,oJ=O ~-( e)- p-

C, 1-> '1:' 'fl. -
.£. Spinor superfields C

1

p=O •'tf= ~ or p=t ,<t=O ). 
~(o,t/2.) ~+ ll. + + ., R + c (o,t{z) = 1 cl(+) =6 I ':t'o. <rz )= P.. +Nr ... (()f' 'l. )..~.- t m ir'(R P ... 

2. q A (Q 1ft.) ,...... C ' -2 ..+..- II. - - Fl. m - R 11. o-
H-l - 1 -ri~ )=B_ +N t?~ + 41 I(' 00( 

1 
.. C1l:t,o1 ,......,,,.. , + , (B.14) 

C(•tz,o>=G ~f!+> "'5, ~ (~~~)=-f:++~(t~~~J,.-W~Il~Rr._+ 
2.. ' C (tf,_,o~ 3 ~'-(rnR)- n,- ( B.15) 

f (-) 1 ':1:'~ .( - '"' 

.£• Vector superfields ( p= :1- , ~ = t ). 

{
~c•lz,•/zl_ 0 ?i:+ R_P.+"'+(r-""" 1l -ll•[JI" 

"'<·l~,"la.>_ C, <+> -J, ':t'y.("2J- r+'v" or-li~ ~.r)~-~m~ 't 1]1 

c! -~ "'c <•t:z.,•fzJ_ s :::;;- (11111)- R-.. rr" t?R + m ;?Ill? ll p-
1 c-, - , 'rr -~. - J< llJ' l If l -~. j'{ 

The boson components of all these superfields have the structure 
* A ~ S+tP, Vft+tllr,N,.v t i. Nrv where S,P, ~' '!"I N_rv and Nr• 

are, reap., scalar, peeudoscalar, vector, axial vector, antisym
metric tensor and its dual, all real. 

Note that forp fixed (hence, C2 fixed) there always exist 
two different values of 1( to which the same eigenvalue of the 
Casimir operator ef corresponds, These ~ are shifted by 1/2, 

,. 

By the Schur lemma two such representations ~ the supergroup S_ 
are equivalent. Thus, the scalar superfiel~jP+(~J) from the 
above set is equivalent to the spinor one ~-(~•) that:ay easily 
be verified by acting onWoy the covariant derivative ~ ... {P'!. N-, 
~+-P.f). Analogously, one may be convinced of that the ~nor su
perfield q;;(~12)is equivalent to the vector superfield <Pj: (l{IL). 
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